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OBJECTIVE 
1. My first objective is to create some scenarios of what may happen in future; and  

2. Secondly, to remind us of the dangers of becoming too arrogant and forgetting our 

dependence on God. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 
Humans developed Robots to make their life easier.  Each year the robots (with improved Artificial 

Intelligence) became better and better.  Not only did they process information faster and faster, they 

became stronger, more intelligent and sophisticated.  Humans became prouder and prouder of their 

achievements, spent billions and hours and hours on improving these robots and loved to showcase their 

latest models and achievements.  These Robots were going to work closely with Humans, support them 

and make their lives much easier, a “match made in Heaven” so Man thought… 

 

Man was “on-top-of-the-world” with his achievements and life had a bright future… 

 

 

2. SO WHAT HAPPENED IN FUTURE?: 
Fifty years from now, Robots (later called “Hubots”, pronounced “Hue-bots”, as they became more 

Human like) were well developed and equipped with advanced Artificial Intelligence (AI) due to Man’s 

focussed efforts.  Initially they (the Hubots) were considered cute and performed elementary household 

chores: 

                    

Another 50 years later, AI (Artificial Intelligence) had moved on to a totally new level and these Hubots 

had become super “intelligent” and able to produce their own Hubots using 3D printing technology and 

skin grafting to cover themselves to look identical to Humans.   They not only looked like humans, but 

were able to think faster, run faster, were physically stronger and could last longer and were superior in 

almost every aspect to Humans. 
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Although Humans initially created Hubots, they had since become jealous and concerned, because of the 

Hubots’ superior abilities.  Humans were also not sure whether to trust the Hubots anymore.  Humans still 

wanted to be the superior being and the Master, although the Hubots were better in every aspect.  The 

Hubots ran on sun and nuclear power and only needed a new power pack every 100 years.  Although they 

were still working digitally in “ones” and “zeroes”, they were highly sophisticated intelligent “machines” 

able to think for themselves.   

The Hubots had mapped the human bodies and believed that the Humans were also just a different kind of 

“machine”, made up of Atoms in different combinations (the Hubots were technically correct, as we are 

all just made up of different combinations or Atoms responding to each other chemically!).   

It took Humans 100s of years to create Hubots, but it was still a mystery to many in terms of who created 

Humans in the first place (due to the arrogance and independence of Humans, most stopped thinking of, 

and about God).  The problem was that Humans consisted of gazillions of different combinations of 

atoms to form cells and molecules and were coded by 3.2 billion complex DNA combinations to define 

each person uniquely (our “software” code), so everything was just too perfect to be considered a 

coincidence or even as a result of evolution.   

So overall, the Humans felt that the Hubots were just Electronic machines and the Hubots felt that the 

humans were just Chemical or Organic “machines”.    

 

Both were indeed just a kind of “machine”, but operating differently, one mostly via organic chemical 

reactions (with some electrical impulses) and the other mostly via electrical (“on and off”) reactions! 

(with the onset of quantum computers, the Hubods were able to process everything exponentially).  
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To track, identify and distinguish all Humans from Hubots and vice versa, a unanimous decision was 

taken (by both Humans and Hubots) that both were to receive a tracking chip under their skins.  The Chip 

was also to be used for buying food, goods and services so that accounting could take place seamlessly: 

          

Other than the above, physically, it was almost impossible to distinguish Humans from Hubots, except for 

the fact that Hubots seemed to walk a little stiffer than Humans and Humans felt a sense of creepiness 

when close to a Hubot that they could not explain. 

Humans initially made sure that the Hubots would be safe, so they built in code (a “Failsafe” code) to 

block Hubots from ever harming Humans in any way and to always be submissive to Humans, unless a 

Human threatened another Human’s life!  Man even built in an additional “Kill code” to disable Hubots, 

if needed.  However, 100 years ago Hackers were always one step ahead of the “good” guys and this 

never changed through the years.  Corrupt and unethical Humans however went and 

edited the Hubot codes (Hacking and Cyber-attacks have actually been 

happening since the dawn of computers).  Some of these edits were to take 

control of the Hubots to commit crimes or as Ransom for financial gain, 

others to see how Hubots would react, others focussed on bypassing the 

“failsafe” and “kill” codes so that other Humans could be harmed by the 

Hubots and some even introduced viruses to the codes of Hubots for fun and 

to see how the Hubots would react.  The “failsafe” and “kill” codes were thus functioning 

adequately in certain Hubots, but not in others that were hacked, but nobody knew which Hubots to be 

trusted and which could not!?     

Hubots later had the ability to manufacture other Hubots and copy their code onto them.  The problem 

was that Hubots were producing more Hubots than Humans were producing babies and many of the 

Hubots with corrupt code were manufacturing other Hubots and downloaded their corrupt code into these 

Hubots!  Many Hubots eventually stopped functioning as desired, became aggressive, domineering, 

untrustworthy, performed tasks incorrectly and refused to be submissive to Humans…, a recipe for 

disaster….  
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Hubots started threatening to take over and forced Humans to a tribunal giving each party a chance to 

justify why they should be considered the superior “being” (or “Machine”).   

For this, a Council was formed consisting of an equal number of Humans and Hubots and selected 

specialist from each side to testify and provide expert input and advice.  

 

In this very important tribunal, the Humans attempted to give reasons why they should be superior: 

 The Humans started by stating that they had the ability to really listen to others, but the Hubots 

were quick to respond that they could also “hear”, because they had four built in sound sensors 

that were very sensitive, even better than that of the Humans and always responded to what they 

“heard”. 

 The humans said that they can touch and feel, but the Hubots said that their pressure sensors 

could do the same and interpret any object even better than a human’s touch. 

 The Humans said that their eyes could not only see, but identify emotions, but the Hubots referred 

to their organic ultra-high definition cameras.  These cameras were able to zoom into letters 

written on a hair follicle and zoom out to see a finger nail 10 Km away.  They could also view in 

Infra-red, Ultraviolet and in X ray.  Their advanced face recognition technology was also able to 

calculate probable emotions as well. 

 The humans left out speed, strength and brain power, as they knew the Hubots were superior on 

these. 

 The humans stated that they can feel pain, but the Hubots laughed and said “pain is for sissies” 

and pain was viewed by them as a weakness. 

 Humans stated that they can express other feelings like Love, sadness and the ability to laugh, but 

the Hubots again responded that it was unnecessary to have these feelings and emotions.  For 

instance, if one of them got “deleted” (the term they used for “death”), they did not need to be 

sad, because they could just go and manufacture a new Hubot and download their code.  
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 Hubots further commented that they did not need sleep and could work 24/7, they were stronger, 

more durable, last longer, are not easily damaged and had the ability to become productive 

quickly, because they did not have to be born as a baby, grow up as a toddler, become a teenager 

and finally become an adult before being productive.  They also did not need food and lunch 

breaks which they considered a waste of time. 

Humans could see that this debate was going one way…  

What the Hubots suggested shocked the Humans.  The Hubots believed that since they did not need 

food, all animals and plants were unnecessary.  They were thus in the way and should be eradicated to 

make space for the 100 Billion Humans and 50 Billion Hubots (and growing fast) on earth and on the 

surrounding planets already being inhabited.  The Hubots also felt that air and water pollution was not a 

concern, because they did not need air to breath and their components were rust proof. The Hubots also 

felt that the sea took up too much space and suggested sucking it dry into space, so that the ground under 

the sea could be utilised for living and working space.  The Hubots did not need the seawater, as they did 

not need the fish to eat and if earth heated up by 50 degrees as a result of the missing seawater, it would 

not impact them much.  In fact, the Hubots felt that it would be easier to get to materials/minerals under 

the sea if the sea was missing.   Global warming and environmental concerns were not seen as a problem 

and a waste of effort, as the Hubots could operate in extreme conditions.  

The final straw was when the Hubots demanded that all Humans submit to them and become their 

Servants and that Humans had to worship the super Hubot which was created with more power and 

processing speed than all the others.   

Failure to do any of the above would result in Humans being “deleted”.  

 

Humans created the Hubots to go into the mines and perform dangerous work and fight their wars on their 

behalf, but the Hubots felt that this now needed to be changed.  The Hubots wanted the Humans to start 

performing all the “dirty work”.  In essence, the Humans would become the slaves of the Hubots.   
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Since Humans initially produced many Hubots as soldiers and to provide police and security services, the 

Hubots were in charge of most of the weapons.  These soldiers were created to be ruthless deadly killing 

machines, stronger than other Hubots, almost indestructible and equipped with the latest technology and 

weaponry (they were also made not to look like Humans but to look as scary as possible).  The Humans 

were doomed, because many of the Hubots were thus aggressive powerful soldiers! 

 

After hearing what the Hubots wanted to do to Earth, the Humans saw Earth turning into something like 

this:  

 

and Humans would obviously not survive… 

The Humans asked a recess and went out of the tribunal.  Shocked, they looked at each other and almost 

simultaneously said “What have we done, we have created a Monster”. 

  

They thought: “If we allow the Hubots to take over, they will destroy the planet and us, if we try to 

remain in power, they will attach and delete us all”.    

This was a very dark time for mankind, as their existence was being threatened by the very thing they 

created to make their lives easier… 

Man had another option namely to utilise an “E-Bomb” also referred to as an “Electromagnetic Bomb” 

that could disable all electronics!  The problem was that most Humans had already been implanted with 
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electronic devices to replace certain body parts, so not only would Hubots be destroyed, but most Humans 

as well.   

 

The other problem was that if all electronics were disabled, the few Humans left would go back to the 

“Dark Ages”, even as far back as the 1900s!. (all progress would be lost and most Humans would be 

dead, but at least some would have a chance of starting all over again…).  Before considering this option, 

they decided to visit some museums and see what life was like between 1900 and 2010?    

They first came across the following quote and could not believe that mankind did not take this seriously: 

 

Next they saw a Bible verse warning them about the “Mark of the Beast” within Revelations and 

immediately felt their tracking chip under their skin and wondered if there was a link? 
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Around the next corner they came across two Bumper stickers that use to be on things called cars (things 

that had wheels and travelled on a paved path).  These bumper stickers read: “Turn back to God” and 

“God is in Control”, but they did not understand these quotes, because they stopped speaking to God a 

long time ago when their progress made them feel invincible.  Since God gave Man Free Will to choose 

what they wanted to do, God withdrew and waited upon Man to call upon Him, but Man felt they did not 

need to anymore.  

 

Then they saw a physical Bible, “wow, when last did they read that book, even the electronic version”, 

they thought?  One opened the Bible randomly and saw the following verses: 

“… do not fear those who kill the body but cannot kill the soul. Rather fear him who can destroy both 

soul and body in hell”. Matthew 10:28  

 “And whatever you ask in prayer, you will receive, if you have faith.” Matthew 21:22   
 

Since time was running out, they decided to just turn to one more page and saw this:  “And he said to 

them, “This kind cannot be driven out by anything but prayer.”  Mark 9:29   

 

They wondered about the meaning of each sentence, but then swiftly moved on.  

Around the next corner they came across old movies called “The Matrix” and “I-Robot” and read that 

these movies were made to warn Humans about the potential of Robots taking over and attacking 

Humans: 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Matthew+10%3A28&version=ESV
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Next they saw a quote from another movie and could not believe that all these warning 

signs were there all along so many years ago! 

 

They just shook their heads! All these warning signs, yet somehow nobody got the 

message? 

Then they saw what would be waiting for them if they survived the E-Bomb, losing hundreds of years of 

progress: 

      

After seeing the above pictures, they tried to remain positive and thought to themselves that at least they 

would have learnt valuable lessons and if they had to do it all over again, they would do it differently… 
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The Humans left the Museum knowing what was awaiting them, but at the same time realising that all the 

warning signs were there all along, right under their noses, so why did Humans not take heed?   

They could not talk openly about their strategy, as there were cameras and drones all over, so they went to 

the Nevada desert (which had tripled in size) and wrote down their strategies in the sand, not talking and 

making sure their bodies covered what they wrote, as satellites could zoom in. 

 

3. SO HOW DID IT ALL TURN OUT?: 
So what did the Humans decide and do?  Well, since this story is about the future, it is unknown how it all 

ended.  The only thing I can do is to create a number of possible scenarios.  Below is thus some of these 

possible endings to this story, each numbered A, B, C etc… 

 

3.1 Ending A 
The Humans decided to ignore the threat and carry on as normal, but soon the Hubots got more and 

more aggressive and controlling.  The Hubots slowly brought in more and more rules and regulations.  

Eventually Humans were forced to go and do the “dirty and dangerous” work and the Hubots managed 

them.  Due to the Chip under their skin, Humans were also automatically limited to what they could buy 

and trade.  Many Humans died as a result.  Later the Hubots started eradicating the last remaining forests 

and game reserves, removing all plant and animal life.  Earth slowly heated up and many Humans 

emigrated to Mars, the Moon and Venus, but there they were subjected to extreme harsh conditions and 

hard labour.  The Hubots made contraceptive injections compulsory and the Humans stopped having 

children and slowly the remaining Humans died out.  The Hubots were now in total control of Earth and 

surrounding planets. 

 

Eventually there were only Hubots left and Humans were mummified and placed in Museums in case a 

Hubot cared to visit.  The Hubots raided the planets until there were no more resources left.  The planets 

heated up to such a degree that even the Hubots experienced malfunctions.   
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It was time for the Hubots to leave and find other planets to colonise and raid.  Many of them were put in 

sleep mode, placed in plasma rockets and sent off to other solar systems to see what they could find and 

raid….  In the meantime Humans went extinct!     

 

   

3.2 Ending B 
The Humans decided to hand power over to the Hubots.  This meant that the Hubots took overall control 

and their Robot soldiers and police officials brought in marcel law, preventing Humans from emigrating, 

migrating or moving around at night.  Humans were sent to perform hard labour and were watched 

constantly by cameras, drones and satellites.  The Hubots wanted to make sure that Humans could not 

devise any plans to change their situation.  From there onwards, the end was more or less the same as 

ending A above.  Eventually the last Humans died and humanity went extinct, leaving the Electronic 

based Hubots to rule and slowly cause earth and other planets to become uninhabitable, before leaving to 

colonise and raid other solar systems.      

 

3.3 Ending C 
The Humans decided to utilise the Electromagnetic Bombs, but this was very tricky, as it was very 

difficult to hide the bombs from the drones and satellites before they could detonate them.  These bombs 

were hidden in the mountains, so the Humans worked at night and camouflaged the bombs to look like 

babies being transported in prams and in this way tried to move the bombs to strategic locations.  
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However, the technology that the Hubots had on them and around them was so sophisticated that they 

could see through material and noticed the bombs.  Those Humans were arrested and executed, as Human 

life meant nothing to the Hubots.  The Hubots were now aware of the devious plans of Man and brought 

in marcel law.  From there onwards, the end was pretty much the same as Ending A above.  

 

3.4 Ending D 
The Humans decided to utilise the Electromagnetic Bombs and managed to hide them from the drones 

and satellites, but the Humans knew that many of their own kind would be eradicated, as many Electronic 

devises were also implanted in Humans to replace faulty organs.  These bombs were detonated (in this 

story the Humans were able to steal aircraft and were still able to fly them to detonate the bombs, but in 

future this may not have been possible at all). 

 

When the Bombs detonated, the Hubots immediately fell to the ground, but many Humans also fell in 

pain and suffering, as their (electronic) replacement organs failed.  These Humans were rushed to 

Hospitals, but nothing worked at these hospitals, since all the electronics had been disabled.  Most of 

these Humans thus suffered in pain and the remaining Humans were unable to aid them (they had to 

watch as their family and friends slowly died in front of them).  The remaining Humans were so few and 

far apart that they were also suffering, but in another way.  The Humans knew that they had to produce 

food, as the machines that produced the supplement vitamins and minerals pills were no longer working 

and the current stock would eventually get depleted.  The Humans could not even remember how to plant 

and care for fruit and vegetables and seed was extremely hard to find.  Furthermore, the Humans could 

not use any electronic devices, as they had all been disabled, so they had to go back to manual operations 

and labour.   

The few Humans left were back to the 1900s in terms of technology with no communication, no 

television, no electronic devises, no cell phones and not even radios and no electronic records of history.   

In the past, Humans went through change in a phased approach which gradually accelerated, but here the 

change was immediate and radical.  Many Humans could not cope and committed suicide. Hubots laid 

scattered all over and many Human bodies were also in houses and on the streets with not enough people 

able to bury them.  It was total chaos and Humans were not sure how they would ever get out of this 
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mess!   Within one second, the Humans regressed back probably 250 years or more in time and could not 

cope with the radical change, so suicide was usually the preferred option. The few left had to start all over 

again.  Blue Prints on how to build a radio or a television set, a PC or any electronic device were gone, 

because everything was stored electronically, so man had to re-invent all these things from scratch.  As 

the new generation slowly progressed and later accelerated with technology, they started working on 

Robots and Artificial Intelligence to make their life easier…     (if you want to know what happened next, 

you probably will have to go back to Paragraph 2 above!).   

 

3.5 Ending E 
The Humans decided to utilise the Electromagnetic Bombs like in Ending D above, but they were not 

able to detonate enough bombs, so not all the Hubots were destroyed.  This meant war, as the Hubots 

knew what Humans did!   

 

The Hubots were in possession of 99,99% of all the weapons and started using these against the Humans.   

Millions and Millions of Humans were executed in the streets and many Humans tried to escape to the 

mountains, but died of hunger.  Other Humans openly attacked the Hubots with any object they could get 

their hands on, but the Hubots had superior strength and all the weapons, so all the Humans were slowly 

eradicated.  There were so many Human bodies that they were not buried, but thrown on heaps outside the 

cities with a stinking rotten smell of death permanently filling the air (it however did not impact the 

Hubots, because they turned their “smell sensors” off).  Eventually all Humans were eradicated 

(“deleted”) by the Hubots and Humanity as we know it, disappeared. 
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3.6 Ending F 
Some Humans escaped to other planets, but the Hubots chased them and they were caught due to their 

superior technology and subsequently “deleted”.  These Hubots returned to Earth and punished the 

remaining Humans severely and took overall control which meant the same ending as in A above. 

 
3.7 Ending G 
Some Humans escaped and took off to other solar systems to start a new life with almost nothing.  The 

Hubots were furious and eradicated the remaining Humans.  The Humans that escaped were totally 

stressed up, as they were hurtling towards a planet that they had little knowledge off and it would take 

them 15 years to get there, while they only had about 15 years’ of food supply on board!.  They had to 

limit their food intake to survive and became almost anorexic.  Eventually they landed on Planet X9 and 

found that the planet had limited drinking water, low levels of oxygen and no animals and plant life.  How 

were they going to survive?  The few seeds they took with them was planted and guarded with their lives 

while they ate the remaining food supplies and pills on board.  The seeds were growing very slowly and 

difficult, as most died in this harsh environment.  The Humans noticed how their food supply was getting 

depleted and they did not have enough nuclear fuel to leave the planet.  If food did not become available 

soon enough, they would be doomed.   

There were fights and arguments, blaming and cross blaming, crying and gnashing of teeth.  “Why did we 

design and develop Robots in the first place?” They thought, “why, why, why, because of Hubots we are 
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now the last of our breed and slowly dying?”.  This planet was cold and all they could do all day was to 

sit and guard the plants, but an unexplainable virus was also attacking their last remaining food supply 

and they had nothing to fight it with.  Some of the Humans also contacted the Virus and had to live in 

quarantine, but soon died with horrible sores all over their bodies.  Eventually the remaining Humans 

were forced to eat the plans that were still growing, even before these plants could form new seeds to 

replant.  Soon the food was up and people died of hunger.  The primitive survival instinct kicked in and 

they started killing each other to eat.  This resulted in total chaos.  Later people were too weak to even 

fight each other, so they just lay around waiting to die.  Eventually the last Humans died and Humanity 

was eradicated forever.     

 

 

3.8 Ending H  
When all Humans were eradicated, Human Consciousness ceased to exists and reality imploded, because 

God had no interest to observe and maintain it!  This resulted in random chaos, as all matter flickered in 

and out of existence, being in more than one place at the same tile!  What did this mean to the Hubots?  

Well, parts of them appeared elsewhere and others disappeared causing them to malfunction.  Some 

exploded, some Hubots stopped working and fell to the ground (where there was still ground left) with 

parts of them missing and other Hubots just fell through earth, as earth and the entire universe starter 

bending and warping and disappeared and appeared at random intervals.  When the Humans stopped 

existing, the lack of Human conscious meant Matter and reality could no longer exist and as a result, 

Hubods and everything else made of Matter, dissolved and were everywhere.  

 

3.9 Ending I 
Due to Free Will, God had left the Humans to do what they wanted and because Humans became so 

arrogant as a result of their achievements, they forgot about God and their need and dependence on Him.  

However, some Humans still believed and loved God, so they got together and prayed and prayed to 

God. God felt sorry for the Humans that still believed and worshipped him and decided to intervene...  

I am not sure what happened next, but I know the Bible discusses the First and Second Resurrection, so 

who knows, perhaps there was a link? 
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4. IN SUMMARY: 
A short re-cap: 

 Man (Human) created AI Robots (Hubots) and kept on improving them to make their own lives 

easier; 

 Man took precautionary measures to ensure that the robots did not harm them (via protected 

failsafe and kill codes); 

 However, Man himself cannot be trusted and many compromised the “protected codes” via 

Cyber-attacks (Hacking) and introduced viruses and other codes into some Robots for fun and 

financial gain; 

 The protect codes of some Hubots were therefore compromised and many Hubots stopped 

serving Humans as their Masters; 

 “Faulty” Hubots realised that they were better than Man in most aspects, so wanted to take 

control; 

 Man got pushed into a corner and had limited options to address this threat; and 

 All the options Humans had did not seem to have a happy ending, except the last one!  

 
Look at the above picture if you believe in Macro Evolution, which is a debatable issue for another day 
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5. CONCLUSION: 
We all have choices as Humans, but we must always consider the possible consequences (even “worst 

case scenarios”) of our choices, before we make those choices (immediate consequences as well as 

consequences in the long run).  “Prevention is always better than Cure!”.   

Just as important is that man should not become too arrogant as a result of his progress and achievements, 

but always remember and consult God, in Bad and in Good time.  If we stop praying, God will withdraw 

and initially we will believe that we have everything under control, but Man is not perfect and without 

problems, Problems and challenges will surface.  If we then run to God, it might be too late…  

 

I do not believe in Evolution, but make sure the above does not happen! 

 

 

My diagram of evolution instead:  

 

6. THE BOTTOM LINE: 
Man is inquisitive and will always want to progress and achieve.  Furthermore, God gave Man the 

abilities and talents to seek and invent, so intelligent Hubods are on their way, guaranteed.  We should 

not stifle progress, but as we progress, we should not become so arrogant that we start believing that we 

do not need God.  Just like all the Cyber threats today, we should also be very very careful when 

developing super intelligent machines one day.  
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There are many Bible verses warning us not to become arrogant and not to forget God, but man tends to 

believe he is invincible and if we do not take care, our progress and inventions will destroy us! (by the 

way, we are progressing and inventing due to the talents God gave us, so it is not our own doing in the 

first place).    

 

7. AND MY MESSAGE IS NOT OVER YET: 
After completing this article, I came across another article copied onto the next page, which just shows us 

that it is indeed coming, and by the way, the last sentence is very very interesting…. (and it is probably 

taken up as a joke now, but will be a different story one day!). 
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From an Internal company email dated: 1 November 2017 
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8. RECAP QUESTIONS: 
NO QUESTION YOUR ANSWER 

1 What are Humans really made off? 
 

 

2 What are Hubots (Robots) really made off?  

3 Go to Google and find out about “Moore’s 
law” and write it down here (by the way, 
some says it cannot continue, but with 
Quantum computers, it is possible) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

4 God wants us to maintain the following 
relationships via Love: 

 Between Humans and God 

 Between Humans themselves 

 Between Humans and Nature 
Do you think Hubots have: 

 Any relationship with God? 

 Any relationship between 
themselves or would they destroy 
each other if they disagree? 

 Any relationship or need for Nature? 

 

5 Based on question 4 above, do you see 
why God made us from flesh and blood 
and not from electronics, although 
electronically we could have been better in 
mechanical ways?   

 

6 Robots will come, in fact they are already 
here, so what do you think we should do 
about this? (remember, we cannot stop 
this or hinder progress, it is in man’s 
nature and interest, all we can do is to try 
and control the risk).  Document ideas 
here, perhaps they will help in future. 
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O, on 1 November 2017, I also noted Santam insurance’s Web site advert about what can go wrong… 

(and that is why they offer insurance when things go wrong…): 

 

 


